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Umpire—Dr. Newton.
Score—Princeton 5; State o
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TH D. C. &A. C.-STATE GAME.
D. C. & A. C. 18; STATE; 5.

On Saturday, Oct. 29, State met at Pittsburg one of the strong-
est foot ball teams now on any grid-iron, a team composed of
eleven such star players as are seldom found on a single team,
but, although defeat was anticipated, our boys entered the game
with the same determination and courage as they displayed in the
game in the earlier part of the week. In spite of the odds against
us both in skill and weight, and in spite of the fact that several of
our players were lamed by the preceding games, Duquesne did
not find us as easy as they had believed us to be and they were
rather unpleasantly surprised on account of our scoring.

The features of the game as far as State's team was concerned
were Cure's wonderful punting and D. K. Miller's 15-yard gain
around the right end. We were able to do but little against
Duquesne's strong line, but Cure's long punts made up for this
fact. Three times he tried far a goal from the field, but he only
succeeded in the last attempt, the others narrowly missing.
Young also did excellent punting for the opposing team. One of
Kiefer's two touchdowns was made on a brilliant 75-yard run.
At the end of the first half the score stood at 6 to o, but in the
second half Duquesne scored twelve more on two goals and touch-
downs and State scored five on Cure's field goal.

The line-Up was:—
D. C. & A. C.
Okeson
rarrar
Smith .

Jennings
Lawler .

POSITION.
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left guard .

STATE,
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